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##Write an introduction to an informative and factual blog post titled "Nanotechnology 101".##

Nanotechnology is a field that deals with really small stuff -- so small that it would only take 10-8 meters (6 x 10-7 inches) to equal one nanometer (nm). You can't see it with the naked eye, yet there are many examples of it in your everyday life. To give you an idea as to how small this is, a sheet of paper is 100,000 nanometers thick. The nanoscale exists between the microscale and the mesoscale.
There are a number of different methods that have been developed for manipulating materials at this scale:

Nanotechnology is basically manipulating matter at a very small scale. It often involves the manipulation of atoms and molecules.

##Write an introduction to an informative and factual blog post titled "The History of Sweets".##

In 2017, over $3 billion dollars worth of sweets was sold in America alone ... just in the month of January. Sweets have been a part of every culture since they have been created. In fact, they have been a part of almost every culture throughout history. People have been making sweets for thousands of years, there is an idea in India that sweets were a gift from God. The Chinese were the first to use
syrup in their sweets and this was done at least 5,000 years ago. In ancient Egypt, people used honey to make cakes, pastries and drinks from it. In ancient Greece, people used figs to make sweet treats out of them. In ancient Rome, they would add pine nuts to dough doughs for a sweet treat made from them. In the Middle East, they used dates to make candies and puddings out of them. In the
Americas, the natives made sweets with peaches, corn and beans to name a few. In Europe, they were also making sweets that were included in meals. Some of these sweet treats were made with honey, barley and wheat. These sweet treats would have been made by monks who would hide them in their cells for their daily meals.

##Write an introduction to an informative and factual blog post titled "Stories That Made Us Cry".##

Stories are always said to make you cry at one point or another in your life. In fact, some stories are written with the sole purpose of making you cry. There are a number of films that have been written to make us cry at that given moment in time. When films were first made, films were used for a number of reasons including propaganda films and film advertisements. The first films were mainly
adapted from plays. The earliest ones were only around 5 minutes long! The first story ever to bring an audience to tears was “Un Chien Andalou” by Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dalí. This was released in 1929 and it caused many peoples jaws to drop because of its surreal art style.
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